Campus Chest Hosts Buffalo Bob Tonight in Gala Art Film Festival

Tonight, at 8:30 p.m. in Irvine Auditorium, Campus Chest will present an ultra-camp film festival which includes such stars as Howdy Doody, Froggy Gremlin, and Flash Gordon.

Buffalo Bob Smith, former emcee of the never defunct Howdy Doody television show, will be on hand for an award for Service to Youth to be presented by Jerry Rifkin, president of Campus Chest.

Three Films

Three films will be shown during the course of the evening. The first is slated as Howdy Doody's tenth anniversary show and includes such erstwhile favorites as Clara-green and William Davis, candibelle, Flubbadub, Mr. Bluster, and an ancient Flash Gordon serial star-
ing Buster Crabbe. Other villains who will be appearing in this movie are Ming the Merciless and the evil Dr. Stark.

Large Turnout Expected

Campus Chest is expecting a large turnout from the University community. All sophomores are urged to bring their parents along and have them enjoy the gala event. Tickets are not on sale before the performance. Instead, there will be a one dollar donation at the door.

BUFFALO BOB with his favorite "peanut," Howdy Doody, will appear tonight at 8:30 p.m. in Irvine Auditorium.
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WILD WEEKEND IN QUEBEC
During the weekend of January 26-29 over 5000 students will invade Quebec City. Leaving their Universities in the Northeast on special GO-GO trains from New York and Boston, guys and gals will hit Quebec going strong and getting stronger — after an all-nighter with the wildest rock bands on wheels.

AND AFTER THAT —
ANYTHING GOES

Torch parades, snow sculpturing, dogsledging, iceboat racing, skiing, ice skating and street dancing—If it swings, you’ll have it. Skiers . . . take our special bus excursion and get a free ski weekend.

NO MATTER HOW YOU LOOK AT IT, $85 is a fantastic deal for transportation, entertainment en route, lodging in Quebec’s best hotels and motels and—

THE QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL
For further info, contact your local campus rep. or, if you’re in the Boston area phone 549-3900; in the New York area phone 314-3900—and do it before 5000 other college students beat you out.

YOUR CAMPUS REP IS:
TONY GHERRIN - GHELLI
TEL: 222-9430 (215)

MILTON SHAPP
WORKS 18 HOURS A DAY FOR YOU

CAN YOU SPARE A FEW HOURS TO WORK FOR HIM?
Call Peter Jensen • Citizens for Shapp-Staisey • KI 6-1087
PARENTS:
WHAT IS YOUR SON OR DAUGHTER DOING AT PENN?
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR CHILD’S PROGRESS THROUGH

The Daily Pennsylvanian

Some people say that Penn is such a big school that the average student gets lost in the crowd. But the Daily Pennsylvanian doesn’t believe it. The average undergraduate at the University has his name appear in the DP ten times. If you’re the type of parent who likes to keep abreast of your child’s progress and achievements, we recommend a subscription to the Daily Pennsylvanian.

Not only will you see your child’s advancement in scholastic and extra-curricular activities in the pages of the DP, but you will also see why the University is one of the fastest growing and most dynamic schools in the nation.

Take advantage of the offer which 75% of the parents of each year’s freshman class does: Subscribe to the Daily Pennsylvanian and grow with your child. Use the coupon to follow your child’s university career and to watch dynamism at its most powerful.

Quakers Capture Ivy Title Fresh Pledge Fraternities Phi Beta Kappa Elects New Members

Hecklers Attack Pickets Near College Hall Five Freshmen Chosen for Party Slate

Frosh Squad Wins Fourth Straight Camp Introduces Frosh to Campus Life

CLIP AND MAIL
The Governor's Race

The scene was Wanamaker's department store and Milton Shapp, Democratic candidate for Governor of Pennsylvania, was stumping for votes.

"I'm Milt Shapp," he said, "and I'm running for governor and I'd appreciate your vote," shaking hands right and left.

"I'm a student and I can't vote yet," said one young man. "But I'll shake the hand of the man who can afford all that jazz.

As the gubernatorial campaign reaches its frenetic pre-poll pace, as each candidate pouts on the telelava steam in a frantic attempt to influence that undecided 41%, many people have criticized Shapp for his extensive financial expenditures. Many who realize that a candidate's popularity is directly proportional to his public exposure. As Theodore H. White demonstrated in The Making of the President 1960, John F. Kennedy's extensive fortune enabled him to win the Democratic nomination by jetting across the country. Hubert Humphrey, confined to busses for financial reasons, was much less exposed and much less popular.

As long as the use of the money is legal, then, why shouldn't the richer of the candidates have the advantage in gaining public exposure? The history of American politics is as full of wealthy influential figures as the Roosevelts, the Adames, the Jeffersons — as the self-raised pioneers — the Lincolns, the Jacksons, the Johnsons.

Shapp has the money — an estimated $12 million — which is prepared to gamble, and even lose, on gaining the governorship. This is a fortune he earned himself, by his own initiative and determination, without even the wealthy historical background as found in the Rockefeller and Kennedys. He has shown he knows how to handle large sums of money advantage. And the budget of the State of Pennsylvania is a large sum, indeed. A "semi-leadership" rubber stamp of a Lieutenant Governor does not have the experience or the capability to give Pennsylvania the dynamic surging push it so desperately needs.

CAMPUSS EVENTS

Official

COMMUTER LOCKERS are available in Irvine and Hill Hall. See Ms. Pailey (Logan 117) for locker assignment and key.

PRE LAW: Professor Shishin of Univ. of Southern Calif. Law will discuss his ad in Nov. 4 at 1 P.M. in Room 1, Houston Hall. Arrange interviews at E57 Dithrich Hall now.

Campus Agenda

ARMENIAN CLUB Girl! Here's your chance to meet the most zorbage, senusus, even on campus. Come to the Armenian Club party at 4213 Chester Ave. Tonight after 8:00 P.M. You will become a new Armenian.
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D. P. Gridders Favored
Over WXPN Blowhards

"I guess The Daily Pennsylvanian will have to take over the broadcasting of tomorrow's football game," was the way owner-coach Guy Blynn summed-up his feelings about this afternoon's clash between the heavily favored D. P. Football Machine and the punt-waists from WXPN.

"Student Health is going to be busy this evening applying plaster to call in the services of Buffalo Bob and the Flubba Dub."

"We've even gone so far as to allow those blowhards to call in the services of Buffalo Bob and the Flubba Dub."

...between gulps of his training table meals of beer, vodka, gin and spumoni.

"I certainly hope Blynn will try to keep the score down," added one "Conservative" Steve Sarshik. "It's the residents working for the residents, and many others.

"We're going to eat those Wixxers up," slurred Liz "The Big Beef" Yusem, the scriber's 247 lb. head trainer. "I've been giving special massages to the entire scribe team, and I can personally attest to their virility and power," continued the budding semi-pro.

"The scribes certainly have a potent offense," agreed Barbara "Skinny" Comenetz, the team's waterboy.

Kickoff is at 3:15 P.M. If WXPN shows up, it's the residents working for the residents, and many others.

The Men's Residence Board has implemented the extension of visiting hours, not to mention the extension of women's visiting hours, to call in the services of Buffalo Bob and the Flubba Dub."

Mr. Benner is not under the misconception that we were asking for the student body to rise and physically kick Anyliss off campus. A close reading of the entire column shows that in fact they have not yet been asked to do anything more than "capsule reviews" were justified. This is in concurrence with Daily Pennyslvanian policy, and if complaints were to be made, they could have been made last year or the year before. The point is that no one complained in the past and only one person has complained thus far.

If the readers of the D.P. want full reviews of all campus publications, the Features staff will be glad to comply with their requests.

"He calls for the abolition of a magazine, not in the usual manner, i.e. student disapproval, but by means which I hope were opposite to the aims of this committee ..."
Howdy Doody Film Festival

Tonight at 8:30
Irvine Auditorium

Donation $1—Doors open at 7:30

Sponsored by Campus Chest
George Bernard Shaw be darned!

Youth isn't wasted on the young. And the young don't waste their time at Celanese.

Our top people are never old-fashioned about any new idea, whether it comes from middle management or from our youngest college grad. We have a master plan and the vitality to make it work. Marketing is way-out and zeroed right in. Finance knows that we have better things to do with our money than let it grow barnacles... shelled out $465 million in capital expenditures over the last 3 years. In the scientific department, we combine technical insight with an unusual grasp of marketing dynamics.

Thinking young explains how we chalked-up one of the most impressive corporate rebuilding jobs in recent history. How we turned what was basically a one-product business into a solid and diverse international corporation dealing in chemicals, miracle fibers, plastics, paints, petroleum and forest products. How we multiplied sales 5 fold in 10 years. How we now have 100 plants in the U.S., Canada, Latin America, Europe, Africa and Asia. Possibly we could afford to relax a little. But success makes young blood run even faster.

Which means that the ambitious college grad couldn't find a more provocative opportunity anywhere else in American industry.

Accountants, Chemists, ChEs, MEs, Physicists, MBAs

Our representative will be on your campus soon. Contact your placement director to make an interview appointment. Or write for a brochure outlining more specific areas of job opportunity to Mr. J. B. Kuhn, Manager of University Recruitment, Celanese Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.
Penn Gridders to Face Yale; Knowlton, Owens See Action

BY JIM RESTIVO

The Pennsylvania gridders host Yale Saturday at Franklin Field and if victorious could move up a step in the Ivy standings and keep alive the hope for a winning season.

Although Yale enters the game this week winners of seven of its last nine games, compared to Penn's 2-4 log, coach Bob Odel has indicated his team is ready to be on the spot until time to time.

Knowlton, the workhorse of the Red and Blue running attack, was leading the country in scoring before suffering bruised ribs three weeks ago, while record-holding Owens has been in and out of the lineup with assorted injuries.

A list of the Penn offensive punch has fallen on sophomore George Burrell and Jerry Scutari, who have both filled completely in the depleted backfield Penn field.

Defense Blitz

The Elis plan for blanketing the Red and Blue scoring attack rests mainly on a blitzing-type offense, where as many as seven men rush the quarterback at one time. In last years encounter with Penn, Haven, the Bulldogs shut-out Penn in the first half, utilizing the strong . . .

WINGBACK RICK OWENS (44) returns to limited grid action on Saturday, and the record breaking back, when he is in the line-up, will be Bill Creedon's (10) main aerial target.

The signal-caller's primary target, when Owens is on the sidelines, has become converted quarterback Pete Winiawski, now a split end. In last weeks contest, the "Whizzer" was voted top offensive player by the Penn coaches. Tight end Dennis Blake and Burrell will also be flooding the passing zones Saturday.

Defensively, Odel's charges will be watching QB Pete Doherty, and back Calvin Hill. "Doherty has mainly thrown in games that the opponents have been extremely strong, like Princeton," maintains the Penn mentor, "so we're likely to see more running, with passes thrown only occasionally."

Thus, the Red and Blue will be on the lookout for breakaway attempts by the Elis big halfback, Calvin Hill, along with a fine 4.8 yards per carry, has nine receptions this year and has been the big offensive weapon of the Yale arsenal in his fine, varsity season.

Probable Lineups

OFFENSE

First Team

QB: 60 Bruck, B. 61 Knox, T. 62 Culver, J. 63 Dix, T. 71 McCullough, T.
TB: 30 Burrell, G. 31 Scutari, J. 32 Johnson, G. 33 Wells, R. 34 Siewert, D.
WR: 84 Williams, R. 85 Begel, D. 89 Wexler, T. 90 Williams, R. 91 Rully, P.
FB: 28 Kline, P. 29 Zych, G. 30 Tozer, E. 31 McCarthy, R. 32 Rothenbach, B.
G: 26 Finnerty, P. 27 Greenberg, G. 28 Fuchs, R. 29 Williams, R. 30 Flax, B.

Second Team

QB: 50 Bruck, B. 51 Knox, T. 52 Culver, J. 53 Dix, T. 54 McCullough, T.
WR: 55 Williams, R. 56 Begel, D. 57 Wexler, T. 58 Williams, R. 59 Rully, P.
FB: 68 Carroll, B. 69 Helmbold, D. 70 Zych, G. 71 Tozer, E. 72 McCarthy, R.
T: 14 Herring, P. 15 Otto, T. 16 Jacob, G. 17 Dunn, K. 18 Carter, B.
G: 32 Finnerty, P. 33 Greenberg, G. 34 Fuchs, R. 35 Williams, R. 36 Flax, B.

DEFENSE

First Team

LA: 66 Mackowiak, J. 67 Wyczolak, T. 68 Siekman, R. 69 Knevel, B. 70 McKee, B.
LB: 31 Cart, B. 32 Blake, D. 33 Chenoweth, T. 34 Carter, B. 35 Carter, B.
LB: 26 Furlong, F. 27 Smith, T. 28 Seabright, B. 29 Smith, T. 30 Smith, T.

Second Team

LA: 65 Mackowiak, J. 66 Wyczolak, T. 67 Siekman, R. 68 Knevel, B. 69 McKee, B.
LB: 54 Aubuchon, C. 55 Beninati, Bob. 56 Knopf, R. 57 Bass, G. 58 Zych, G.
LB: 30 Cart, B. 31 Blake, D. 32 Chenoweth, T. 33 Cart, B. 34 Cart, B.
LB: 27 Furlong, F. 28 Smith, T. 29 Seabright, B. 30 Smith, T. 31 Smith, T.